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May 30, 2023 
 
Marcel Quimby, FAIA, Chair, TxA Honor Awards  
Texas Society of Architects 
500 Chicon 
Austin, Texas 78702 
 
Dear Marcel and Honor Award Committee members, 
 
It is with great pride that AIA San Antonio nominates Stephanie Aranda, Assoc. AIA for the TxA 2023 
Associate Member of the Year Award.  
 
Stephanie Aranda is an extraordinary young woman. She fell in love with architecture early in life and hasn’t 
let anything stand in her way as she pursued her dream.  A first-generation college student from the south 
side of San Antonio, Stephanie boldly left home to attend Drexel University in Philadelphia, PA, where she 
was active with AIAS, a Visiting Team Member with the NAAB, and a member of the NAAB’s Accreditation 
Review Steering Committee. She graduated from Drexel as a STAR scholar decorated with the coveted Alpha 
Cho Rhi award for her leadership, service and merit.  
 
Stephanie didn’t wait until graduation to engage with AIA San Antonio. She actually started attending our 
events while in high school! And, upon graduation from college, she joined the chapter as an Associate 
member in 2021. She is a graduate of our chapter’s Professional Practice Leadership Program, a program 
that she now co-chairs. She has a passion for teaching and realizes the importance of ‘paying her 
knowledge forward’ to nurture the next generation of young professionals. She is working to create an EP 
Friendly Firm Program for our chapter, a new initiative designed to increase firm support for young 
professionals.  
 
Stephanie uses her voice to promote the path to licensure and the value of AIA to those in the profession 
and the community at large. A skilled writer, she was recently published in the March/April 2023 issue of 
Texas Architect Magazine. This spring she served was invited to serve as a juror for San Antonio College’s 
Spring 2023 Architecture 1st Year Studio Crit. She continues to advocate for the path to licensure by 
speaking regularly to students about careers in the AEC field. Her latest venture involved producing a 
podcast advocating for the future of architecture and design. Stephanie’s voice is everywhere!  

 
Stephanie Aranda is an exemplary young leader. I urge that you convey TxA’s prestigious Associate Member 
of the Year Award in recognition of her motivation, involvement, and consistent influence as an Associate 
AIA member.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
Torrey Stanley Carleton, Hon. AIA 
Executive Director 



B I O G R A P H Y
Stephanie Aranda, Associate AIA
May 2023

Stephanie Aranda has led life to the beat of her own drum.

From an early age, Stephanie has learned to be observant, thoughtful, and action-driven, informed by
being the older sibling and having a younger sibling with Autism. She grew up on the southside of San
Antonio, a historically disadvantaged community. Despite this, Stephanie embraces her minority and
first-generation status. She’s unconventional and has never let conformity hinder her own interest and
desires.

Someone once told Stephanie that buildings can make people emotional - Stephanie thought that
was ridiculous until she was proved wrong. In the summer of 2012, Stephanie stepped foot into the
Basilica de la Sagrada Familia and walked out with happy tears and a desire to become an architect.

In high school, Stephanie did extensive research to find the architecture program that best suited her
needs. She discovered the National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) and learned that in the
path to becoming an architect, one must obtain an NAAB-accredited degree. From then on, she
applied to only NAAB accredited programs. At the end of her quest to find the program that suited her
most, she committed to Drexel University’s 2+4 Bachelor of Architecture program, a
professionally-focused program that gives opportunities to students to study part-time and work
full-time with an architecture firm. During her time at Drexel, she participated in two intensive study
abroad programs - one in South Korea and the other in Japan. The sketch above is from South Korea.

Drexel became a stage for Stephanie to develop her leadership skills. During her time at Drexel, she
was a STAR Research Scholar, President of the Drexel American Institute of Architecture Students
chapter, a part-time employee, and an experience-driven student. While living in Philadelphia,
Stephanie worked for Sargenti Architects as an Architectural Intern while earning her degree . She
completed over half of her required AXP hours while in school. Stephanie was respected among the
local and national architectural community, granting her the opportunity to serve as a student
representative on the Steering Committee for the NAAB’s Accreditation Review Forum 2019 and as an
NAAB Visiting Team Accreditor student representative. Upon graduation, Stephanie was granted the
Alpha Cho Rhi Award for her leadership, service, and merit.

Stephanie partook in writing. She wrote an article for AIA Philadelphia Context Magazine, and featured
as “AIAS Chapter Leader of the Month” as well as “How CWS Changed my Life.” Stephanie exhibited
strong leadership and presence within the American Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS) on the
Drexel level, regional level, and national level. She ran for Northeast Quad Director and had plans to run
for AIAS National President.
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Stephanie loved Philadelphia, but Texas was calling her home. In 2021, Stephanie moved back to San
Antonio immediately after graduation. She did this because she knew that through architecture and
professional work, she could make a meaningful impact on her community. Stephanie felt compelled
to work at a small firm to gain optimal exposure to the facets of architecture and began full-time work
at GNA Architecture as an Designer. Stephanie always had interest in engaging with local platforms to
better understand and serve her community. She is involved with AIA San Antonio, Urban Land
Institute San Antonio, and the Junior League of San Antonio.

A natural leader, Stephanie was encouraged to apply to AIA San Antonio’s Professional Practice to
Leadership Program (2PLP). Through 2PLP, she became involved with the Texas Tribal Buffalo Project.
Stephanie made such an impression that she was asked to Co-Chair the 2PLP program.

Stephanie felt like recreational writing was missing from her post-grad life and reached out to her local
chapter in hopes of getting reconnected with writing - leading Stephanie to write for Texas Architect
Magazine.

One of Stephanie’s goals is to become an educator. Though she cannot teach at the moment, she has
been invited by both San Antonio College and the University of Texas at San Antonio to serve as a
visiting juror. Having knowledge as both a recent graduate and architectural accreditor, coupled with a
natural passion for instruction, Stephanie gives thoughtful and thought-provoking feedback to further
students along their educational journey.

Her current engagement with AIA San Antonio includes being on the Emerging Professional Friendly
Firm Planning Committee. To the general public, Stephanie educates that someone cannot call
themself an architect unless they have fulfilled the three E requirements - Education, Experience, and
Examination. Stephanie likes to think of herself as San Antonio’s biggest fan - she is an investor in San
Antonio’s growth and supporter of local businesses.

Stephanie’s future engagement plans include getting involved with the recently revived NOMA South
Texas chapter, starting a scholarship at her middle school for students going to a private high school,
getting her Architectural license and continually acting as a pollinator in her community. In her free
time, Stephanie likes to spend time with her dog Fendi, enjoying a great cup of tea, and traveling.

Stephanie feels fortunate that her life has intertwined into so many avenues and channels of
development and exploration. Her plethora of experiences - as a hispanic, women, observer, and many
other things - have allowed her to define her value in sitting at and speaking up at the table, in
multiple settings.
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C O N T R I B U T I O N S
Stephanie Aranda, Associate AIA
May 2023

Education and Qualifications:
Oct 2015 - Jun 2021 Bachelor of Architecture, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA
Sep 2018 Japan Intensive Study Abroad, Shisei-Kan Kyoto University of Art and Design, Kyoto, Japan
Sep 2017 South Korea Intensive Study Abroad, Hongik University, Seoul, South Korea
May 2015 High School Diploma, Incarnate Word High School, San Antonio, TX
Jun 2014 Summer Program in Architecture and Interior Design, University of Texas at San Antonio

Academic Appointments:
University of Texas at San Antonio, Klesse College of Engineering and Integrated
Design (KCEID), School of Architecture + Planning, San Antonio, TX

Oct 2022 - Present Visiting Design Studio Critic
San Antonio College, Creative & Communication Arts, Department of
Mathematics, Architecture, Physics, & Engineering (MAPE)

Oct 2022 - Present Visiting Design Studio Critic

Academic Research:
Oct 2016 Research Symposium, AIAS, Alexandria, Virginia
May 2015 - Oct 2015 STAR Scholar, Drexel University Office of Undergraduate Research

Professional Writing / Interviews:
Apr 2023 Texas Tribal Buffalo Project, Texas Architect Magazine, LINK
Apr 2019 Women of Steel & Stone, AIA Philadelphia Context Magazine, LINK
Nov 2018 Chapter President of the Month, American Institute of Architecture Students, LINK
Aug 2018 How CWS Changed My Life, National Hispanic Institute Magazine

Speaking Engagements / Podcast:
Apr 2023 / Jul 2023 Architecture & Design, KiKi O’Clock Podcast (recorded in April, release in July)
Dec 2020 Art & Architecture Presentation, Art Class at Bob Hope School, Port Arthur, TX
Sep 2019 “Framing the Future of Architecture”, NAAB Accreditation Review Forum, LINK

Professional Experience:
Gerardo Noriega Architect, dba GNA Architecture, San Antonio, TX

Aug 2021 - Present Architectural Designer, Full-Time
Dec 2019 - Apr 2021 Architectural Intern, Part-Time

DesiG Studio / NOBO Architecture, Waco, TX
May 2022 - Jan 2023 Architectural Designer, Contract

Sargenti Architects, Philadelphia, PA
Feb 2018 - Feb 2020 Architectural Intern, Full-Time

NAAB Experience:
As AIAS Representative for the National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB):
Mar 2023 NAAB Accreditation Visiting TeamMember, Universidad de Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Mar 2022 NAAB Accreditation Visiting TeamMember, American University of Sharjah,United Arab Emirates
Mar 2021 NAAB Accreditation Visiting TeamMember, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL,
Oct 2020 NAAB Accreditation Visiting TeamMember, Ball State University, Muncie, IN
Apr 2018 - Sep 2019 Accreditation Review Forum Steering Committee Member, Conditions of Accreditation, LINK
Mar 2018 NAAB Accreditation Visiting TeamMember, Academy of Art University, San Francisco, CA
For Drexel University:
Feb 2018 Student Leader Representative for Drexel University to NAAB Accreditation Visiting Team
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https://magazine.texasarchitects.org/2023/03/07/concept-for-the-texas-tribal-buffalo-project-supports-reconciliation-and-re-establishment/
https://issuu.com/aia_philadelphia/docs/context_spring2019
https://www.aias.org/november-2018-chapter-leader-of-the-month-stephanie-aranda/
https://www.naab.org/wp-content/uploads/NAAB-ARForum19-Final-Report.pdf
https://www.naab.org/wp-content/uploads/NAAB-ARForum19-Final-Report.pdf


Committees:
March 2023-Present Emerging Professional Friendly Firm Planning Committee, AIA San Antonio
Apr 2018 - Sep 2019 Accreditation Review Forum Steering Committee Member, Conditions of Accreditation, LINK
2017 Forum Site Selection Committee, American Institute of Architecture Students

Recognition / Awards:
Mar 2023 Nominee, Texas Society of Architects Honor Awards - Associate Member of the Year
Mar 2023 Nominee, Associate Director at Texas Society of Architects
Oct 2021 Emerging Professional Scholarship to the Texas Society of Architects Conference
Jun 2021 Alpha Rho Chi Recipient, Drexel University
Dec 2019 Candidate, American Institute of Architecture Students Northeast Quad Director
May 2017 Charles Broudy Endowed Scholarship, Drexel University

Conferences/Forums:
As a Practitioner:
Oct 2022 Texas Society of Architects 83rd Annual Conference & Design Expo, El Paso, TX
Oct 2021 Texas Society of Architects 82nd Annual Conference & Design Expo, San Antonio, TX
As an Accredtor:
Sep 2019 Accreditation Review Forum 2019, National Architectural Accrediting Board, Chicago, IL
Oct 2018 Accreditation Training, NAAB, Albuquerque, New Mexico
As a Student:
Dec 2019 Forum Conference, AIAS, Toronto, Canada
Apr 2019 AIAS National Board Quarterly Forum, Las Vegas, Nevada
Dec 2018 Forum Conference, AIAS, Seattle, Washington
Mar 2018 International Forum Conference, AIAS, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Mar 2016 Northeast Quad Conference - Forge, AIAS, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Fall 2016 Research Symposium, AIAS, Alexandria, Virginia
Dec 2015 Forum Conference - Bandwidth, AIAS, San Francisco, California

Professional Development:
Oct 2022 - Present ULI San Antonio Under 35 Mentorship Forum, LINK
Jan 2022 - Nov 2022 AIA San Antonio Professional Path to Leadership Program 2022

Professional Registrations:
Aug 2021 - Present Associate Member, American Institute of Architects
Mar 2018 - Present Architectural Experience Program (AXP), National Council of Architectural Registration Boards

Professional Affiliations, Memberships and Service:
Apr 2023-Present Writer/Council Liaison (Communications Team), Junior League of San Antonio
Nov 2022 - Present Co-Chair, AIA San Antonio Professional Path to Leadership Program 2023, LINK
Oct 2022 - Present Member, Lone Star Neighborhood Association
Feb 2022 - Present Member, Junior League of San Antonio
May 2020 - Present Member, Ticco
July 2014 - Present Member & Volunteer, National Hispanic Institute
Jul 2018 - Jul 2019 President, American Institute of Architecture Students, Drexel University Chapter
Jan 2018 - Jan 2020 Foundering Member, AIAS Philadelphia
Oct 2015 - June 2021 Member, American Institute of Architecture Students
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https://www.naab.org/wp-content/uploads/NAAB-ARForum19-Final-Report.pdf
https://uli.sharepoint.com/sites/sanantonio/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2Fsites%2Fsanantonio%2FShared%20Documents%2FULI%20San%20Antonio%20Shared%20Documents%2FULI%20SA%20Shared%20Files%2FULI%2FMentorship%2F2022%2D23%2FManual%2FULI%2DSA%202022%2D23%20Mentorship%20Forum%20Manual%20%28Draft%202%29%2Epdf&parent=%2Fsites%2Fsanantonio%2FShared%20Documents%2FULI%20San%20Antonio%20Shared%20Documents%2FULI%20SA%20Shared%20Files%2FULI%2FMentorship%2F2022%2D23%2FManual&p=true&ga=1
https://aiasa.org/learn/2plp/


STEPHANIE ARANDA, 
ASSOCIATE AIA

TEXAS SOCIETY OF 
ARCHITECTS

MAY 2023



LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL INVOLVEMENT

Stephanie understands that at the center of change is involvement. With hopes of refining 
the architecture profession, she puts herself in positions of influence and understanding. 
To make a meaningful impact within her local community, Stephanie is engaged with AIA 
San Antonio through:

● Member of Latinos in Architecture
○ Meet network leadership & interact with other Latinos in Architecture

● 2022 Participant of the Professional Practice to Leadership Program (2PLP)
○ Class project lead to the group engaging with the Texas Tribal Buffalo project
○ Wanting to spread the incredible mission of the TTBP, was connected, by Torrey 

Carrolton of AIA San Antonio, with Texas Architect Editor-In-Chief Ana Calhoun 
to write about the project

● 2023 Co-Chair of the Professional Practice to Leadership Program (2PLP)
○ Advocate for small firm participant in the program that has historically been 

comprised of participants from the bigger firms
○ In the planning stage for the 2023 year, Stephanie noted the emphasize of AIA 

engagement while a participant but felt like engagement with networks and 
committees wasn’t as integrated into program. Stephanie came up with the 
idea to incorporate network lunches/happy hours for the 2PLP class to engage 
with directly before or after class.

○ As a consensus feeling from the 2022 class, Stephanie advocated for “Case 
Study” segments of the class were participants can see examples of information 
discussed in class

● Emerging Professional Friendly Firm Planning Committee
○ Formed to kick-off a EP Friendly Firm Award for AIA San Antonio
○ Working on developing a logo and questionnaire

“I observe Stephanie to be one of the most intelligent and influential young leaders of her 
generation. In addition to her positive impact on the award-winning Professional Practice 
to Leadership Program, she has guided and created a community of young professionals 
who are emerging as the next generation of leaders for the built environment.” - Peter A. 
DeLisle PhD, Principal of Educet

“Stephanie is an outstanding individual with a passion for leadership and architecture 
and a natural ability to make an impact. She embodies what the next standard of 
leadership can be.” -Lindsay Belliveau, 2023 2PLP Chair

 First session of the 2023 2PLP Class . 



EMBEDDED DESIRE TO LEAD FROM EARLY ON

Stephanie has always been a humble leader, positively influencing those around her 
through her natural charisma. This has lead her into the following roles:

● First Generation college student/graduate in immediate family and one of few 
in extended family
○ To understand what AIA is about, Stephanie attended her first  AIA San 

Antonio’s Mingle and Jingle in 2014. Stephanie was a senior in high school.

● Drexel University AIAS President 2018-2019, including previous leadership roles 
within Drexel AIAS
○ Had such an impact that she was poster child for AIAS National GR’19

● American Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS) Northeast Quad Director 
Candidate

● Founding Member of AIAS Philadelphia 
○ Events to host architecture students from all schools in Philadelphia

“Stephanie embodies Drexel University’s motto Ambition Can’t Wait.” - Dr.-Ing. Ulrike 
Altenmüller-Lewis, AIA, NOMA, department head of Architecture, Design, and 
Urbanism at Drexel University

First AIA Philadelphia event - Jefferson Univ, Temple Univ, and 
Drexel Univ. represented..

Forum 2019 - NEQD Candidate Drexel AIAS eventAIAS Grassroots 2019



OFFICE SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES

Stephanie understands our inherent stewardship to the earth and that the architecture designed has the same implications. She educated the firm 
about and began reporting projects for the AIA 2030 Challenge. Just a few months worth of project entry data has enabled GNA to approach design 
more holistically.

As someone who is always looking to challenge our everyday operations, Stephanie revved up interest in the office to start composting. With the help of 
San Antonio-based Mission Compost, GNA Architecture has composted more than 10 gallons since April. While the time has been short, the office-wide 
sense of stewardship to the earth has bloomed. Stephanie encourages those she knows to start composting as well.

“Composting has given me greater consciousness on how I, even at my small percent, affect the earth. Imagine what can happen if we implement the 
same kind of ideal into operations of the building industry.” -Stephanie Aranda, Assoc. AIA

Food scraps prepped to go in the bin. Stephanie placing old grapes in the composting bin.



ADVOCATE FOR ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Having limited access to knowledge about architecture while in high school was a catalyst for finding as much information as possible, leading Stephanie 
to exclusively apply to NAAB-accredited schools. While the NAAB had an influential take on Stephanie’s life early on, Stephanie would later become a 
valued member to the NAAB. A serendipitous question lead her to becoming a Visiting Team Member for the NAAB. What is unique about the NAAB, 
compared to other professional accrediting bodies, is that it is the only accrediting board that dedicates a visiting team member slot to a student. By 
being one of few students involved with visits, Stephanie gained a greater understanding for my her education and for how the school to professional life 
transition occurred.

Making an impression within the AIAS and NAAB realms, Stephanie was asked to serve as one of three AIAS Representatives on the NAAB’s 2019 
Accreditation Review Forum Steering Committee (ARFSC). The purpose of the Accreditation Review Forum was to enhance the relevance and 
effectiveness of the Accreditation Process. The Steering Committee was responsible for crafting the 2020 Conditions of Accreditation. Stephanie’s role on 
the Steering Committee enabled her to communicate with architecture students around the world to push for accreditation changes responsive to each 
learning environment. Stephanie’s biggest influence on the ARF was creating the Learning and Teaching Culture Policy.

“We knew we wanted someone who truly cares about using their voice to make a difference. I am so glad that we have Stephanie on the ARF team, 
representing the AIAS. She pours so much love and energy into AIAS, so naturally Stephanie is the perfect fit. All three of the AIAS Representatives are 
going to be doing groundbreaking work for the future of education.” -Keshika De Saram, 2017-2018 AIAS National President

AIAS Representatives on Accreditation Review 
Forum Steering Commitee

Members of the Steering Committee - 3 representatives from AIAS, AIA, NCARB, ACSA, 
& NAAB plus the group moderator.



PASSION TO TEACH 

Stephanie Aranda’s love of education comes from education itself - both from having a 
lack of and an abundance of educational resources. Her desire to teach stems from early 
research to understand what is involved with becoming an architect and involvement 
with the National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB). As a recent graduate, acting as 
a guest juror has allowed Stephanie to implement her wide exposure and understanding 
of accreditation and education into the learning and development of students.

No matter the situation, Stephanie is always lending out a helping hand. She feels 
privileged to have the opportunity to serve as a guest juror at both San Antonio College 
and the University of Texas at San Antonio. During each critique, she does her best to 
teach from the heart, emphasize the importance of narrative in design, and provide 
connectivity and access to opportunities and growth.

An important experiential aspect of education is representation. As a hispanic woman 
from the Southside, Stephanie believes it is important for students to see reflections of 
themselves.

“There exists a ‘buzz’ about Stephanie that extends beyond the professional community 
and into academia… Leading with an open heart and compassion, she has dedicated 
herself to making architecture attractive to a larger community, one that looks more like 
her growing up in San Antonio.” - Dwayne Bohuslav, Assoc. AIA, Architecture Program 
Coordinator at San Antonio College

Final Review of Design 1 student work.



COMMUNITY POLLINATOR & INVESTOR

Stephanie considers herself a busy bee. She knows that environments flourish when 
cross-pollination happens. She genuinely believes that being invested for the good of her 
community, and has been giving back in the following ways:

● Supports local businesses
○ Regularly supports and promotes local business

● Urban Land Institute of San Antonio
○ Engage with local AEC Members through the Under 35 Mentorship program

● Junior League of San Antonio
○ Active member
○ Gains deeper understanding of San Antonio’s needs through organization

● Tobin Center’s Ghost Light Society
○ Patron of the Arts 

● Gives back to students in community
○ Finalizing high school scholarship for promising students at middle school
○ Will be talking to students at alma maters about career opportunity in the AEC 

Field

● Member of the Lone Star Neighborhood Association
○ Engaging with neighborhood associate creates stronger ties to community and 

visibility for our profession to the public

“I understand that being an Associate Member of the AIA denotes one’s commitment to 
representing and bettering the architectural profession….  I believe Stephanie sets an 
extraordinary example for leaders - she is a visionary, pollinator, connector, and promoter. 
All qualities of an architect that would make any client feel heard, satisfied, and fulfilled.” - 
Lucille Contreras

Getting the San Antonio’s best matcha at R+R Collective.

Members of the Ghost Light Society.



EQUITY ADVOCATE

Because Stephanie grew up as the older sister to a brother with Autism, it informed her character to be one of understanding, patience, and advocatory. 
Witnessing several instances where people would be rude or mean to her brother, she always makes an effort to be kind to others and does her best to 
ensure she never makes anyone feel invalid. Fundamentally, being judgemental just isn’t right.

Stephanie was a STAR Scholar Researcher at Drexel and chose to begin her project at the intersection of architecture and autism, eventually leading her 
to design a sensory friendly park for Abington, PA. The rendering below illustrates a design that soothes one's senses and that excites curiosity, 
movement, and play.  This project provided architectural and advocacy service to the larger community for understanding and to the profession for 
furthering research about design for Autism Spectrum Disorder.

Being a Latina, Stephanie’s feelings about Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion conversations are dynamic and can make those who identify within the DEI 
scope to feel seen and understood. However, in order to best advocate for Equity, one must look at these conversations from both ends. To avoid 
tone-deaf ears to the DEI conversations, which are typical centered around being a woman or minority, Stephanie pushes 2PLP to look outside of the 
basic things that are heard. She always asks herself, what can others hear that is eye-opening and immediately actionable? 

“Designing for Autism is more than just creating a safe environment, it can actually make everyone in the family feel better. In our world, where we can 
become overwhelmed by our own selves, we can gain ideas design experts use when designing spaces for people who have sensory sensitivity… We 
usually think about children when hearing & designing for Autism, but those kids grow up.” -MyFixItUpLife Talk Show

Rendering created for proposed sensory-friendly  design of Abington’s Evergreen Manor Park.



PASSIONATE WRITER

As a natural communicator, one of Stephanie’s preferred mediums is 
writing. In April 2019, Stephanie was approached by the Department 
of Architecture Head at Drexel University to write “Women of Steel 
and Stone” for AIA Philadelphia’s Context Magazine.

Post-grad, Stephanie sought to be involved with writing in her local 
community. Thanks to her local AIA chapter, she was connected with 
Texas Architect Magazine among other local magazines. Working with 
the Texas Tribal Buffalo Project in her Professional Path to Leadership 
class, Stephanie knew translating the work of the organization and of 
the team would be a perfect first article.

“Good writing is remembering detail. Turn a silly or impactful 
moment into a story that tells the truth.” -Paula Danziger

9 buffalo at the Texas Tribal Buffalo Project ranch in Wealder, TX. Stephanie posing with article she wrote.

Stephanie displaying front cover of March/April issue.



ARCHITECTURAL ADVOCACY & DEDICATION

Stephanie’s first experience understanding policy that affects architecture was attending Architect’s Advocacy Day at the Pennsylvania State Capitol in 
Harrisburg, PA. The eye opening experience lead Stephanie to continually get involved in various architectural advocacy avenues.

Stephanie promotes the values of being a member of the AIA to both those in the profession and to the community at large. To those within the 
profession, no matter what stage, Stephanie utilizes her skills of connectedness to explain how each collateral and component is related and to why they 
matter. To the community at large, she educates what the credential requirements of an architect entail and as to why architects are needed - 
something that seems to be questioned more in this day and age of artificial intelligence.

Stephanie recently recorded a episode with Kiki O’Clock Podcast where she gears the conversation about Architecture and Design to the general public. 
The episode will be released in a few months. She scheduled to record a episode with Frank Lloyd Wrong Podcast this summer.

“Stephanie is truly committed to the advancement of architecture and the profession as a whole, demonstrated through her countless hours 
volunteering in many venues.” - Harry Falconer Jr., FAIA, NCARB, Vice President of Education + Experience at NCARB

Speaking about NAAB at Grassroots 2019. Pennsylvania Architect’s Advocacy Day. TxA Convention in San Antonio.
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